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AUGUST 2 – 8, 2020

The planets this week are moving in subtle aspects, nuances, hints of intuitive truths we can only just 
now begin to grasp and contemplate.

New information coming right out of the ether, landing in your personal world are crumbs daring to lead 
you to a new way of understanding how to think, what to think which always leads to empowerment 
again.

Trust the strange and foreign concepts, images and insights which are coming into your mind 
throughout this week. They should be slivers of wisdom which reveal a contrast between this divine 
world of Humanity, our bodies/soul and spiritual centers which are so powerful and immensely multi-
dimensional, fueled by supernatural elements, love and social warmth, creativity and independence and
a culture of VOID. They have no fire inside the heart. (This is not isolating race or political groups - this 
is about isolating a consciousness woven throughout society which has been turned on to perform their 
assignments.) We are at war with entities, and have been forever, but has recently stepped up.

Hope, vision, and formed intentionality poured into physical form is our spiritual right. These keys lead 
one to observe that contrast between this wonderment of ourselves versus an unnatural surrendering to
an ocean of an invasion of alien moles devoid of any of these qualities we have, which have been 
recently called into action like an army given attack orders to impose it's own binary two dimensional 
existence into our rich fabric of life.

This army, previously in semi-sleep mode, have recently awakened into action mode. The following 
planets are attempting to get one thinking again - hinting within each person's own mind, being led to 
this or that piece of information, conversation a sobering truth that there possibly could be a genocide 
occurring, the first stages being manipulated into an anti-divine/human mode.

An unnatural state where creating fire and individuality is not allowed. The Full Moon on the 7th is to be 



the culmination or the fullness of your own realization this is happening and then the following thought to
change nihilism into a powerful LIFE of meaning and divinity in action once again. No thing can kill the 
fire inside the body, if your fire wills to survive.
This report's theme will continue throughout this week with more releases but offering you today a quick 
rundown of new cycles in the midst of my projects on my plate. So please be forgiving of any 
grammatical errors, am now rushing to get this to you in the middle of the night. Thank you all for your 
amazing hearts. Please do not surrender your heart which is the doorway to eternity. We are fighting 
something that does not have what you have. 

August 2 Sun in Leo square Uranus – Trust your inner prompting to come up higher. A day of gathering 
your inner power, your own mind, your own inner “knowing” and be determined to muster up a course of
action which will work for you, bringing you back into some posture of control.

August 2 Venus Semi-square Uranus and conjoin the Node - ( continuing from the previous..) a subtle 
social/love/compassionate moment of sensing there is alienation in the air which is an unnatural state 
for you, and the heart is searching for solutions to the issues at hand.

August 2 Mercury semi-sextile Venus - Listen carefully to one's insights ans sharing with others is 
crucial in order to gather the nuggets of truth to come to strange conclusions, yet true. Time to do some 
studying, reflection and open up one's love nature as the remedy to the strange everyday situations, 
and ...

August 3 Mercury semi –sexile N Node – allow one's mind to ponder new ideas, new information which 
have not been considered before. It's as if these ideas are somehow dropping into your mind holding 
keys of illumination in order to begin to unravel bits of truth.

These are all subtle promptings and insights leading to foreign thinking, yet could be true and how to 
navigate through these things.

August 3 Mercury at 27* Cancer oppose Saturn at 27* Cancer ( continuing along with the same theme) 
– Deep thought upon an external problem and how to confront it, face it and become free of it, could be 
exactly where the mind is ending up at the end of this August 2 – 3 period. You could be surprised at 
where these ideas are leading to conclusions. When conclusions are reached and merge with that inner
knowing, then a clearer course is unveiled to take. 

August 4 Venus at 27* Gemini inconjunct Saturn at 27* - The heart and sensitive nature within is terribly 
out of sync with dry, sterile and cold Saturn all around. Inconjuncts represent disconnects and 
incongruencies which must be navigated around in order to continue on our path which is filled with love
and happiness. Something external must be circumvented. The puzzle is, how?

August 4 Mars at 19* Aries square Jupiter at 19* Capricorn Conflicts with others' opinions. Conflicts and 
challenges might surface throughout this August 1 – 7 period and the theme seems to be regarding 
one's individuality, ability to remain in control of one's life and vitality, thriving and strength of life versus 
a narrative, a deep Jupiter in Capricorn's foreign conditioning, programming. People around might be on
edge, touchy, exaggerating positions.

August 4 Mercury goes into Leo and inconjuncts Jupiter – The mind is strong like a lion this month. 
Courageous thoughts proceed courageous action. In order to move forward with strong steps one must 
navigate around the outer rim of the Jupiter's narrative which is holding oppressive agendas. Get the 
mind free and embrace courageous plans.

August 5 Full Moon in Aquarius square Uranus at 10* Taurus – The Sun in Leo oppose the Moon in 
Aquarius represents a culmination of the past few weeks build up of remembering your inner 



magnificence and each person's ability to reach out and bring Aquarius truth into chaotic situations. The 
Full Moon is the fullness of our intuitive and emotions build up of independent and confident conclusions
regarding what is right and good and empowering you now to move up through the alienating and ever 
moving ever changing chaotic circumstances and find your straight line to your life of love again.

August 7 Venus goes into Cancer – By August 7, the heart seeks comfort and love, safety and friends. 
Sweetness and memories of tenderness take hold and remind one of what it means to be a Divine 
Human Being. Seek this, it's truth and beauty changes the most mundane to one of heightened magical 
experiences thinning the veil between here and higher dimension of greatest love.
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